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Mind Body Education 

 

Postgraduate Certificate in Meditation Course Design. 

80 Hours 

Design a six-week meditation program comprised of six, one and a half hour sessions. 

Including mapping intent and processes of achieving the desired outcomes. 

 

Planning and Intent.  

Intent is something meditation teachers must consider, particularly when we come to design 

meditations or activities for our students and clients. In this way, we will be sure to create client-

focused content with specific outcomes.  

When designing classes of any kind, the first question to ask ourselves is our intent: What exactly do 

we want to achieve?  

Question: What is your intent as a meditation teacher? 

In planning your class, it is essential to create flow. By this, we refer to designing a class that is on 

topic and flows through that topic, resulting in achieving your original intent.  

For example, you may set your intent to provide your class with an experience that will lead them to 

discover a more profound sense of self-acceptance. Let’s say then that your topic is ‘self-love.’  You 

would then use this theme to design your entire class. 

You might set up an altar with symbols of love; notes affirming self-love (I am beautiful,) heart-

shaped objects, pink candles; whatever you feel represents self-love and acceptance. 

If your class plan includes a Guided Meditation, you would write your script to highlight loving 

oneself. For example: When you are directing your class to focus on particular body parts, you may 

include sentences like “Feel your beautiful feet connecting with the earth. Ponder how precious your 

feet are and send them love for the way they carry your whole body around for you. Send love to 

your feet.” 

With this intent (Love), you would introduce the topic during the welcome time. You may wish to 

read a short poem about self-love or being accepting of oneself to get your class into the theme.  

During the sharing time at the end of your class, you could get your students to each share 

something they love about themselves. 

Planning your program.  

Once you have set your intent, you will be able to identify themes for your classes.  

Having a theme will help you in selecting any theory to be taught, choosing pieces for an altar, and 

writing scripts. 
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In planning your program, it is helpful to make some notes about what you wish to discuss in your 

welcome circle and in your sharing circle at the end of your class.  

You will need to choose your topic for each class and collate each topic in the order you want them 

in the six sessions.  

Once you have chosen the topics, it is a good idea to check it all flows. 

Included in your plan, depending on your intent and goals, could be a process for graduation and 

presentation of any participation certificates. 

Gratitude and Affirmations  

Gratitude and positive affirmations are excellent tools for developing positive mindsets. You may 

wish to ask your students what they feel grateful for in your welcome circle or in your sharing circle.  

You could incorporate positive affirmations into a guided meditation script, either just saying them 

over a few times yourself or asking your class to repeat the affirmations you say in a call and respond 

manner.  

You might even like to write, print and hand out some positive affirmations that are in keeping with 

your class theme each week and suggest your students read and repeat them throughout the week 

between classes. 

Time  

Timing is important in designing each class. How much time to allow for each segment of the class. 

 You don’t want to be speaking the entire time; however, you do want to be providing your class 

with enough direction and guidance. You will also want to fit all the different areas you need to 

cover into that segment's time frame.   

For example, you might allow ten minutes for the Introduction for each class except the first one.  

For class 1 you might allow extra time to introduce yourself and tell the students a little bit about 

yourself and the class/course, then ask the students to introduce themselves. 

In subsequent classes you might give your students the opportunity to discuss their experiences with 

meditation practice at home during the week. 

Teacher’s note: It is important at the start of each session to let students know they do not have to 

speak when they have the opportunity to speak or share something with the rest of the class. Some 

people find the prospect of addressing a group horrendous and will not thank you for putting them 

on the spot. Make a rule that if a student does not wish to speak or participate they can say “pass”. 

When a student says pass, you should move on to the next student immediately without question or 

comment. 

The Teacher’s voice: While vocal direction from the teacher is an essential part of teaching 

Meditation, we must also ensure there is enough time for participants to drift into their own 

experience.   

The teachers’ voice and directions should drift in and out to gently guide the participants.  

The teacher needs to ensure their tone is clear and audible but also in keeping with the tone of each 

element of the class. 

Guidelines for Respect and Safety.  

There are some guidelines here to ensure that all participants have a safe and comfortable 

experience.  
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1/ Once the Meditation class begins participants are asked to avoid speaking unless they really must, 

so as not to disturb other participants or interrupt the teachers' flow.  

2/ Participants are asked to be mindful of other people’s safety and other people’s space.  

3/ At times, your students may want to sing or chant along to mantras. They should feel free to do 

so providing they do not disturb or disrupt other participants. 

Generally, we are simply asking participants to exercise respect and consideration for their fellow 

participants. 

Guidelines for participants.  

Meditation works best when participants wear loose, comfortable clothing, and no shoes.  

Participants may bring a water bottle and a towel or personal yoga mat or meditation stool if they 

wish.  

Children.  

If the meditation course is to be for or include children, there are some factors to consider.  In 

general, children LOVE music and dance and respond very well to Elemental Movement Meditation. 

You can run classes specifically for children or for teens if you wish. You can run “family-friendly” 

classes where participants are welcome to bring their children and take responsibility for 

themselves.  

When running family-friendly classes, you can use the same structure as for adult classes. You may 

need to adjust your format slightly for children’s’ classes. Parent and Pre-schooler classes maybe a 

daytime option, run to child-friendly scripts and music. 

Participants with physical challenges. 

All participants should be asked to sign a disclaimer prior to attending your class to relieve you of 

any responsibility for any participant with a pre-existing health condition that may be aggravated 

through overexertion during or as a result of your class.  

People with physical challenges or those who are chair bound can participate in most meditation 

styles including an Elemental Movement Meditation.  They can respond to the music and the 

directions in any way they are able or wish to. If you wish to run classes specifically for people with 

physical or mental challenges, you will need to create scripts that suit your group.   

Your classroom.  

When teaching meditation, it is advantageous to create something of a “sacred space,’ and so the 

way your classroom looks is essential.  

When selecting venues, you should take acoustics into account; as well as considering if you intend 

to play loud videos or music, will it bother anyone else using the building? If you are intending to do 

so, consider whether you will also need access to power to run your equipment and be sure that 

electrical leads and cords will not be in the way or where they can be tripped over.  

We also want participants to feel safe, so not being visible to the outside world is important.  

The venue needs to be big enough for all your participants to sit and move freely without knocking 

into each other.  

The floor needs to be smooth and safe preferably non-slip and free of splinters. Lighting is 

important: not too dim or too bright. The ability to adjust light is excellent.  
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Venues, where classes are already being held in yoga, dance, aerobics, or other movement and 

music activities will usually fill all your needs. Though rooms with mirrors are not recommended. 

Having an altar in your classroom is a way of helping your students focus on the sacred element of 

meditation. The altar is an opportunity to provide your students with food for thought, so be 

creative and put some energy and consideration into what you hope to inspire through your altar.  

Activity One:  Create a Contents Index page with headings for all the various subjects to be 

covered and the page numbers on which those subjects are addressed.  For example, the contents 

page could include things like: Course Description, Course Goals, Course Format, Introductions, 

Theory, Class Plans etc. 

Activity Two:  

Course description. Who is the course for, and what will they learn?  

(Word count 20 to 50 words) 

Activity Three: 

Course goals. What should your students be capable of by the end of the course?  

(Word count 20 to 50 words) 

Activity Four: 

Course Duration. How many classes will there be, and how long will each class run?  For example, 

will it be a one-day workshop with six sessions or two days with three sessions or six weeks with one 

class each week?  

(Word count 10 to 20 words) 

Activity Five: 

Student handouts.  What hardcopy information will be passed to students for each class.  

(Word count 20 to 100 words) 

Activity Six: 

Introductions. What will be covered in the introduction? Example: Greeting, OH&S, Housekeeping, 

Student seating arrangements, Icebreakers.  

(Word count 20 to 50words) 

Activity Seven: 

Theory. What theory topics will be taught each class. 

Class # Theory Topic 

Class 1  

Class 2  

Class 3  

Class 4  

Class 5  

Class 6  
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Activity Eight: 

Course format. How will the classes be structured?  How much time will be allowed for 

Introductions, Theory, any Stretching and Breathing exercises, any Guided meditations, the 

meditation to be taught for that class, lesson close, any wind down, cuppas etc. 

Using or adapting the below example structure, detail Lessons 1 to 6 class plans. 

1. Introduction:  How many minutes will be allowed and what will be covered?  

2. Theory:  Expand on the theory you have nominated for this class and include details of any 

handouts. 

3. Activities: Will there be Shake-down, stretching and breathing exercises, Guided meditations 

etc., and how long will be allotted for this segment? 

4. Meditation: What style of meditation is to be taught for this class and what length of time is 

allowed for it? 

5. Lesson close: How long for the close?  What if any handout course information sheets will 

be provided?  What homework, meditation practice etc is to be set?  

6. After-class socialising: Will there be tea and cookies or some other form of socialising or will 

the class simply terminate?  

Presentation of Activity 8 submission must be in a format like above and presented in order: 

• Lesson/Class 1 Plan: 
1. 

2. 

3. 

Etc. 

• Lesson/Class 2 Plan: 
1. 

2. 

3. 

Etc. 

• Lesson/Class 3 Plan: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Etc. 

• Lesson/Class 4 Plan: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Etc. 

• Lesson/Class 5 Plan: 
1. 

2. 

3. 

Etc. 

• Lesson/Class 6 Plan: 
1. 

2. 

3. 

Etc. 


